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Performing a
Photographic Survey
Photo Survey are used to create a CAD image 
of a Curved Staircase. This process allows to 
digitally create a 2D drawings or 3D models 
for a future project. This is used for our 
Drafters team to draw your customer’s  
Infinity Curved Stair Lift.

Scan to Watch

Watch how to 
measure stairs 

using an iPhone.

Scan to Read

For full detailed 
instructions,  

scan this code.

http://www.stairs-measurement.com/example1.html
https://youtu.be/_J0WKwAI-oI?si=gMa5Vxp_xmy5Khnr


What Do You Need to Perform a Survey?

‘A’ Board (for downstairs)

‘B’ Board (for upstairs)

Lots of stair markers

Markers Kit

What’s Included?

This free app is available on all Apple Devices (2017+): 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/stairsmeasure/
id1447099037

Paid Subscription Available: It enables you to export 
the results in 3D and 2D right away to confirm that the 
survey was successful

Smart App: StairsMeasure

Where to download:

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/stairsmeasure/id1447099037
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/stairsmeasure/id1447099037


Placing of the “A” Board and the “B” Board

The “A” board is the starting point for your stair lift design.

Just imagine the door on the left is not there, and this is a standard 
start left-hand curve stair lift. The board would be placed as such, 
with the markers around this showing any obstructions, walls, 
newel posts, etc.

If you were doing a bottom wrap (90/180 degree) you would place 
the board where you intend to park the lift.

“A” Board

Just the same as the “A” Board – 
You place the “B” board at the top 
of the stairs and put AT LEAST 6 
markers around the Board.

“B” Board



Tips and Tricks Before the Survey

For steps wider 
than 30cm, 4 
markers should be 
used per step.

WRONG: Too long 
distances between 
the markers.

IMPORTANT: All photos must be in the  
same orientation (landscape or portrait). 
You cannot do the mixture of the two.



Tips and Tricks Before the Survey

PLEASE NOTE: Pay attention to the error 
message showing when taking the pictures.  

If you get a red warning that means you have  
to retake the picture (as shown in photo).



Tips and Tricks Before the Survey

Do not step on the markers. Sharp pictures are absolutely 
necessary.

At least 6 markers per picture 
and 2 per step.



Order of Photos Taken

Start at the bottom platform.

Take seven photos of the starting sheet.  
(moving left to right slightly)

Walk up the stairs on the very left and take a 
photo on each step. Take it nice and slow and 
make sure both markers from each side are in 
every photo.

Take at least seven photos on the top platform, 
especially from the edges of the platform 
towards the targets.

Walk down the stairs on the very right and take 
a photo on each step. (Refer to step 3)

You should go 
upstairs and 
downstairs on the 
very left and the 
very right side of  
the stairs, so that 
pictures are taken 
from as many 
different angles 
as possible.

Everywhere  
there is a dot,  
that means you 
should take a 
picture from  
that position.
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PLEASE NOTE: This section is only available for 
the paid version of the StairsMeasure app.



Order of Photos Taken
Take seven photos of the starting sheet. 

Walk up the stairs on the middle left and take a photo on each step. 

Take seven photos on the top platform.

Walk down the stairs on the middle right and take  
a photo on each step.

Click “Back” when you are done and click “Compute”  
to download the CAD.

Rotate and zoom the Sketch to check the result. If something  
is missing, add targets and photos and click “Compute” again.
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We strongly recommended to get the paid version of the StairsMeasure app to be able to confirm 
on-site that the survey has been successful to avoid having to come back and redo it.



What Do You Do with Your Pictures?

Put all the pictures on your 
computer in a Zip File.

Option 1: ZIP Folder

Export your pictures directly from the 
StairsMeasure App with the two export DFX 

Files in Yellow, the more important is the (2D).

Option 2: StairsMeasure App
Use this option if using the  

FREE version of StairsMeasure
Use this option if using the 

PAID version of StairsMeasure



Sending the Photos

Select a File or a Zip File including all your Pictures

Put your sales agent’s email here. 

Please also CC: justin.marchant@ameriglide.com  
and phil@atlasacces.com

Your Email

Name of the Customer / Project

Since emails have attachment size limits, please use the website wetransfer.com to transfer your 
photos. You can use the free version to easily send all your photos to us.



Fill Out an Infinity Curved 
Stair Lift Order Form
The 2 first pages are the most important. Send the Order Form by email to phil@atlasacces.com 
and justin.marchant@ameriglide.com when complete. 

Contact the same emails if you have any questions or need assistance.



You’ll Receive Back Approval Drawings
and Formal Quote

*As soon as we receive the Sign Off and your confirmation, we will start the production.

Approval Drawings

Quote
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